
Earth & Space

9-6-18
Today's Plan
Learning target

I can understand learning is a process 
I can follow the daily procedures.

-Warm Up:  Expectations
-Deadliest spider
-Expectations
-HW 2: Daily Routine



Warm Up

-On your paper you need to title it 
"Warm Up 1: Title"

-Under "Warm Up 1: Expectations" should be the 
"date"

LT Learning Target
-Write out the learning target

-I need to see a Q# then the FULL Question   
- Under Q# should be  A# with answer 
next to it

-Space between A1 and Q2



Warm Up 1:  Expectations
9-6-18

LT I can understand learning is a process 
I can follow the daily procedures.

Q1. What does it mean to ask three, then ask 
me?

Q2. During Lectures/Presentations what does 
our conversation sound like?

8 min



1 Warm UP:  Expectations
9-6-18

LT I can understand learning is a process 
I can follow the daily procedures.

Q1. What does it mean to ask three, then ask 
me?

A1. I (you the student) should quietly ask 3 
classmates for instructions, if none of them 
know, then ask LeMay

Q2. Durning Lectures/Presentations what does 
our conversation sound like?

A2. There is no talking

3 min



Exchange Warm Ups

1 minute, look over Warm Up and make sure it is 
in the correct format.  Make corrections.

Warm Up 1:  Expectations
9-6-18

Q1.
A1.

Q2.
A2.

Hand back paper when instructed.  Look over to 
see if you need to change anthing next time.

2 min



Homework Corrections

1 minute - Please get with your table partner and 
compare your notes.  

Must be on topic!!!

Any questions or comments that overlap with 
your partner please present to class.

3 minutes!!!

Dream Job
Take 1 minute to look it over, read your 

annotations.  
What is the take home message.



Most Venomous Spider 

Please get with the person next to you
Brainstorm for 1 minute, have answer ready if called upon



Deadliest Spider

Failure / Wrong answers
We go to school to learn, if we knew all the answers, we 
wouldn’t have schools.
The only way to grow, is by failure
We will encourage every person and answer!!

Stopped here, will continue tomorrow!!!



Vocab

1. Failure: not trying, giving up.

EX:

2. Learning:  being wrong and growing from 
the experience.  Adjusting from previous 
mistakes.

EX:



Discussions 

Be on topic
have a response ready to share with class

If your group is talking about the latest movie, break up, etc. you will 
be expected to make that wasted time up after class.

Regroup/Refocus – everyone stop discussion and pay 
attentions. If there is an unanswered question raise your 
hand and ask.

Pencils Downs, Eyes Up – everyone stops everything and 
makes eye contact with me to ensure full attention.  



Expectations

I can be your friend, but still have to be your teacher and 
hold you accountable.

We get work done, I’m in good mood
If we are off task, I get off task

Your job – Learn
My job – Teach

Flip the switch, when I say it is time to focus, you must be 
able to stop playing around!!!



Expectations

Rules
Follow Direction immediately
Always be positive
Work during ALL work times
Arrive on time with all material
Keep hand, feet, and objects to yourself



Consequences

-15 sec. retention
-Additional 15 sec for each infraction
-2 min retention for Warm Up Failure
-If you skip retention, it doubles
-If you skip double time, becomes lunch detention
-If lunch detention is skipped, referral and in-school 

detention will follow
 



Guidelines for Success 

Be Responsible (do HW and turn it in!!!)
Always try
Do your best
Cooperate
Encourage each other



Tardy and Bathroom Breaks

Role will be taken once the bell rings

If you are late:
Must get a slip to me (after 10 minutes)
Have me sign your paper

Once you have 4 tardies in my class, you will 
serve a lunch detention.

Bathroom break:  You will get 6 breaks, use 
them wisely.  Must have me sign you out!!!  

Absent if you are gone for more than 10 
Minutes



LeMay Points

One point is rewarded for a correct answer when 
RANDOMLY called on

This is to promote and reward those that are 
paying attention.

5 pts: 10 min break

10 pts: Homework Pass

15 pts: 1 extra credit point added to overall 
grade at end of trimester (max 3 points)



LeMay Point  Vs. 2 Min with LeMay

When will you get (or not get) a point compared 
to when you will have (or not have) 2 min with 
LeMay?

1 Min

If there is ANY time to talk about the question, 
then you must have an educated guess, if not 2 
min

If there is no time given... you either get a point 
or not.



 Warm Up 1:  Expectations
9-6-18

Q1. What does it mean to ask three then ask 
me?

Q2. During Lectures/Presentations what does 
our conversation sound like?

Q3.  How many tardies do you get before a lunch 
detention?  How many bathroom breaks will 
you get?

Q4. How do we grow as learners?



1 Warm UP:  Expectations
9-6-18

Q3.  How many tardies do you get before a lunch 
detention?  How many bathroom breaks will 
you get?

A3 3, on forth is a lunch detention.
6 bathroom breaks

Q4. How do we grow as learners?
A4 wrong answers (Failing), not knowing the 

answer and learning from our mistakes.


